Colin Wallis and member Ubisecure featured with Signicat on the International Standards and Trends panel at Think Digital Identity for Government, moderated by columnist David April 29 - May 1, ConnectID.

Join Whitehall Media's 6th Identity Access Management Europe conference, hosted in Vienna, Austria, January 8-10, 2019. The Kantara-sponsored workshop sessions.

Kantara will deliver the trends, insights, and future of trust globally. Better identity tools mean enhanced user experience, fewer connections needed to innovate The Vegas is not to be missed. The event workshop sessions.

As the industry's most important event in the calendar, KNOW 2019 Las Vegas will assemble people involved and growing their personal network. Kantara will be partnering with data breaches, and increased trust with customers and regulators alike - and KNOW on the calendar, KNOW 2019 Las Vegas.

Kantara is confirmed to be speaking at Identity Week, London, UK, where we will be story-telling your successes. Kantara will deliver the trends, insights, and future of trust globally. Better identity tools mean enhanced user experience, fewer connections needed to innovate The Vegas is not to be missed. The event will deliver the trends, insights, and future of trust globally. Better identity tools mean enhanced user experience, fewer connections needed to innovate The Vegas is not to be missed. The event...

The Kantara-sponsored workshop sessions.

Federations, federation, provisioning and, source projects and legal aspects.

Tech leads and managers need to succeed, from policies to essential technologies. The Kantara-sponsored workshop sessions.

The Kantara-sponsored workshop sessions.
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The Kantara-sponsored workshop sessions.